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Beth Martino 250 3173 x x x
Extreme Enthusiasm! She is truly excited abou 

safety and provided us with a battery spill kit

Wolverines (Team) 1757 x

They helped us glue our robot.

Roger Heiring 2262 2593 x Lent us a wire we needed to pass inspection.

Richard Eisenberg 1884 2593 x We were given a master link.

John Stewart 88 2713 x x x x

We needed 1/4-20 bolts in order to substitute one 

type of angle bracket for lighter weight ones in 

order to get under 120#.  John not only supplied 

bolts, but came over and actively participated in the 

substitution - all the while encouraging our 

students!

Ernie DiCocco & 

Dave Bodmer
11 155 x He helped our team greatly by being a great pit pal.  

He provided us with all the spare parts we needed.

Bill Ferald 157 155 x
With his team, Bill showed everyone a lot of 

respect and also helped us a lot in the pits.

Ethan Heller 1761 69 x x
Extremely pleasant attitude doing a tough job 

(team queuing).

Paige 2877 3148 x x x x

My team really wanted pins.  Sadly we did not have 

money for them.  Paige volunteered to not only 

design but also make my team pins.  We were 

really happy.

Angry Eric 

(Eckhardt)
Volunteer 155 x

On Thursday, he came over and helped our team 

fix our fried jaguars.

Michael Hartman 1511 155 x x
He was an extreme safety captain who 

demonstrated safety with LOTS of enthusiasm!

Anna Ho 1884 155 x
She organized and led our alliance while showing 

everyone respect.

Tom Ryan 1403 1403 x x x x Our member and drive-team coach, his spirit and 

attitude keeps our pit team excited and on task.

Bill McCarthy Bus Driver 1403 x

Our bus driver is a large asset for our team, he is 

always ready to take the team at any time.  He is 

very supportive of Team 1403 and his hard work 

merits recognition. 
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Tom McGrew 1403 Mentor 1403 x

Tom, a team alumni, has shown extreme amounts 

of spirit by cheering non-stop and even wearing the 

mascot costume.  His enthusiasm has spread 

throughout the team and has increased spirit in the 

team.

Robert Zapor 1099 Mentor 1403 x x x

Mr. Zapor and his team welcomed us to the Boston 

Regional when we met at the hotel.  1099 

supported us and allowed us to expand our FIRST 

network.

Matt Skillin Volunteer 1403 x x

Matt has kept our team running on schedule and is 

extremely spirited. His enthusiasm keeps us all 

smiling and laughing.


